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New at Summit Racing Equipment: Lizardskin Sound and Thermal Insulation

Summit Racing now carries Lizardskin Sound and Thermal Insulation products. Lizardskin is
an environmentally friendly way reduce, heat, noise, and vibration from entering the vehicle's
interior--testing showed that applying LizardSkincan reduce heat transfer by up to 30 degrees,
and sound transfer mitigated by up to 12 dB.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) March 11, 2016 -- Summit Racing now carries Lizardskin Sound and Thermal
Insulation products. Lizardskin is an environmentally friendly way reduce, heat, noise, and vibration from
entering the vehicle's interior--testing showed that applying LizardSkincan reduce heat transfer by up to 30
degrees, and sound transfer mitigated by up to 12 dB.

In addition to the thermal and acoustic benefits, these coatings create a tough, seamless moisture barrier to
prevent corrosion. Both water-based coatings are class-A fire rated. They’re available in one and two gallon
containers. Cure time is roughly 24 hours.

LizardSkin Ceramic Thermal Insulation Coating will squash excess heat in racecars, street rods, trucks, and
virtually anywhere cabin heat is a problem. The composition sprays easily in one step—additional coats are not
necessary. Two gallons will cover 45-50 square feet at 40 mils thick.

LizardSkin Sound Control is an effective way to combat annoying rattles, vibrations, and road noise. The
coating will also enhance interior cabin acoustics, making it a perfect complement to high-end audio systems.
One two gallon container will cover about 40-45 square feet at 40 mils thick. LizardSkin has a handy
application calculator on its website.

Use LizardSkin’s SuperPro application kit to properly apply the coatings. It includes the spray gun (which
connects to a shop air system), plus a quart cup and a drill-driven stir paddle. LizardSkin also tosses in a mil
gauge to ensure the optimal coverage thickness.

See a video tutorial on LizardSkin application at OnAllCylinders.com.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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